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Statement on the Resignation of Dennis F. Hightower as Deputy Secretary of
Commerce
July 15, 2010

I thank Dennis for his service to the country
and to my administration. I appreciate his guid-
ance and hard work on various important priori-
ties, from expanding broadband Internet access

across the country to reforming our export con-
trol system in a way that enhances our competi-
tiveness and our security. I wish him the best in
his future endeavors.

Remarks on the Oil Spill in the Gulf of Mexico and an Exchange With
Reporters
July 16, 2010

The President. Good morning, everybody. I
want to give everyone a quick update on the sit-
uation in the Gulf. As we all know, a new cap
was fitted over the BP oil well earlier this week.
And this larger, more sophisticated cap was de-
signed to give us greater control over the oil
flow as we complete the relief wells that are
necessary to stop the leak.

Now, our scientists and outside experts have
met through the night and continue this morn-
ing to analyze the data from the well integrity
test. What they’re working to determine is
whether we can safely shut in the well using the
new cap without creating new problems, includ-
ing possibly countless new oil leaks in the sea
floor.

Now, even if a shut-in is not possible, this
new cap and the additional equipment being
placed in the Gulf will be able to contain up to
80,000 barrels a day, which should allow us to
capture nearly all the oil until the well is killed.
It’s important to remember that prior to the in-
stallation of this new cap, we were collecting on
average about 25,000 barrels a day. 

For almost 90 days of this environmental di-
saster, all of us have taken hope in the image of
clean water instead of oil spewing in the Gulf.
But it is our responsibility to make sure that
we’re taking a prudent course of action and not
simply looking for a short-term solution that
could lead to even greater problems down the
road. 

So to summarize, the new cap is good news.
Either we will be able to use it to stop the flow,
or we will be able to use it to capture almost all

of the oil until the relief well is done. But we’re
not going to know for certain which approach
makes sense until additional data is in. And all
the American people should rest assured that all
of these decisions will be based on the science
and what’s best for the people of the Gulf.

All right? I’ll take just one or two questions.
Go ahead.

Minor Earthquake in the Washington, DC, Met-
ropolitan Area

Q. Did you feel the earthquake, Mr. Presi-
dent?

The President. I didn’t.

Status of Oil Spill in the Gulf of Mexico

Q. Sir, do you think this means that basically
we’re turning the corner, at least, in the Gulf?
Tell the American people what you anticipate in
the next few weeks ahead, because they’re still
very anxious about this.

The President. Well, I think it’s important
that we don’t get ahead of ourselves here. One
of the problems with having this camera down
there is, is that when the oil stops gushing, ev-
erybody feels like we’re done, and we’re not.
The new cap is containing the oil right now, but
scientists are doing a number of tests. What
they want to make sure of is, is that by putting
this cap on, the oil isn’t seeping out elsewhere
in ways that could be even more catastrophic.
And that involves measuring pressures while
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